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The job interview is probably the most important step you
will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the
questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will
help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these
questions are so common, hiring managers will expect
you to be able to answer them smoothly and without
hesitation. This eBook contains 100 questions and
answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to
video movies. This course covers aspects like HSE,
Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation &
Control that will enable you to apply for any position in
the Oil and Gas Industry.
This book offers a conceptual re-think of how university
community engagement functions as a lifelong learning
resource for communities. While having a specific focus
on the South African context, it has important
implications for other universities which are concerned
with their communities, and makes a compelling
argument for the university as a public good, in spite of
current trends towards marketization and
commodification of higher education. The book draws on
a theoretical framework of capabilities, asset-based
community development, and the adult learning concept
of dialogue, to propose a model whereby the boundary
walls of the university become metaphorically ‘porous’,
so that community members feel free to interact with the
university as equal members of society. A historical
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outline of African universities is provided, as well as an
exploration of the evolution of terms for community
engagement, service learning and learning cities; and an
examination of the policy and practice implications for
the ideological model of a porous university.
In Sustainable Governance in Hybrid Organizations the
author Linne Marie Lauesen explores how businesses
that have succeeded in conducting sustainable
governance, manage and govern their sustainable
performance: in other words, how they manage to be
economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable.
In this respect, hybrid organizations that are formed as
businesses with a mission to be sustainable and to
provide services for society - such as water companies are a good point of departure. Water companies are
highly regulated whilst working primarily for the
betterment of society and on behalf of generations to
come, for whom clean and plentiful water and the
preservation of nature is a must. Linne Marie has dug
deep into these types of hybrid organizations in order to
reveal which mechanisms of organizational governance
for sustainability are at play, and how these
organizations manage to balance their triple bottom lines
in order to survive financially, socially, and
environmentally and make a business out of their
conduct. Balancing these three bottom lines in a
sustainable way is explained in a clear and accessible
way and the juxtaposition between non-profit and forprofit water companies will show how this model can be
transferred to other business spheres.
This paper discusses Greece’s Fifth Review Under the
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Extended Arrangement Under the Extended Fund
Facility (EFF), and Request for Waiver of
Nonobservance of Performance Criterion and Rephasing
of Access. Greece has gone from having the weakest to
the strongest cyclically adjusted fiscal position within the
euro area in just four years. But more fiscal adjustment is
needed to restore debt sustainability. Structural reforms
are progressing, although unevenly. The redoubling of
efforts to liberalize products and service markets are
much welcomed. On the basis of reforms undertaken in
the context of this review, and the government’s policy
commitments going forward, the IMF staff supports the
completion of the fifth review.
Automatic Identi?cation System (AIS), as a major data
source of navigational data, is widely used in the
application of connected ships for the purpose of
implementing maritime situation awareness and
evaluating maritime transportation.
The Routledge International Handbook of Higher
Education for Sustainable Development gives a
systematic and comprehensive overview of existing and
upcoming research approaches for higher education for
sustainable development. It provides a unique resource
for researchers engaged in the field of higher education
for sustainable development by connecting theoretical
aspects of the range of relevant methodologies, showing
the interdisciplinary aspects of the research field and
illustrating the breadth of research directions. With a
team of international authors from leading universities in
research and teaching in higher education for
sustainable development this Handbook brings together
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a broad range of research approaches and shows how
these approaches are reflected in the research practice
in higher education for sustainable development. Key
topics include: Research Paradigms and Methodologies
Ongoing and Future Directions of Research MetaAnalysis and Reviews Policy and Politics Challenges for
Implementation Action Research and Transdisciplinary
Perspective Gender, Diversity and Post-Colonial
Perspectives Operationalising Competencies OutcomeOriented Research Curriculum Change Organisational
Change and Organisational Learning Community and
Partnerships University Appraisal Systems and
Indicators Evaluation Approaches Engaging Academic
Teachers Good Practice Learning and Teaching
Transformative Leadership and Change Strategies This
Handbook is an invaluable research and teaching tool for
all those working in higher education for sustainable
development.
Education in West Africa is a comprehensive critical
reference guide to education in the region. Written by
regional experts, the book explores the education
systems of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cape
Verde, Chad, The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger,
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo. It critically
examines the development of education provision in
each country, whilst exploring both local and global
contexts. Including a comparative introduction to the
issues facing education in the region as a whole, this
handbook is an essential reference for researchers,
scholars, international agencies and policy-makers at all
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levels.
Labor resides at the center of all media and
communication production, from the workers who create
the information technologies that form the dynamic core
of the global capitalist system and the designers who
create media content to the salvage workers who
dismantle the industry’s high-tech trash. The Routledge
Companion to Labor and Media is the first book to bring
together representative research from the diverse body
of scholarly work surrounding this often fragmentary
field, and seeks to provide a comprehensive resource for
the study and teaching of media and labor. Essays
examine work on the mostly unglamorous side of media
and cultural production, technology manufacture, and
every occupation in between. Specifically, this book
features: -wide-ranging international case studies
spanning the major global hubs of media labor;
-interdisciplinary approaches for thinking about and
analyzing class and labor in information communication
technology (ICT), consumer electronics (CE), and
media/cultural production; -an overview of global political
economic conditions affecting media workers; -reports on
chemical environments and their effect on the health of
media workers and consumers; -activist scholarship on
media and labor, and inspiring stories of resistance and
solidarity.
30 Solved Papers of UGC NET Paper 1 Exam (2004 2018) consists of past years (authentic) solved papers
from 2018 Phase II to 2004 Phase II. The solutions have
been prepared after a thorough research. The book
contains 1700+ questions of 10 Units as prescribed in
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the UGC syllabus. The detailed solutions are provided
immediately after each paper. The book is also useful for
SET (JRF & Asst. Professor).
This review assesses the performance of Vietnamese
agriculture over the last two decades, evaluates
Vietnamese agricultural policy reforms, discusses the
policy framework for sustainable investment in
agriculture and provides recommendations to address
key challenges in the future.
The landscape of European migration has changed
considerably over the past decades, in particular after
the fall of the iron curtain and again after the EU
enlargement to the east. The author researches the
phenomenon of highly qualified migration using the
example of migration between the Czech Republic and
Germany. The book reveals diverse strategies migrants
use to respond to the possible de-valuation of their
qualification, e.g. by making use of their language skills,
starting new studies or using transnational knowledge.
These firsthand accounts of US and Soviet scientists
communicating across the Iron Curtain offer “a stunning
portrait of Cold War scientific cooperation” (Physics
Today). For sixty years, scientists from the United States
and the Soviet Union participated in state-organized
programs of collaboration. But what really happened in
these programs? What did the participants and
governments hope to achieve? And how did these
programs weather the bumpiest years of political
turbulence? From Pugwash to Putin provides accounts
from sixty-three insiders who participated in these
programs, including interviews with scientists, program
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managers, and current or former government officials. In
their own words, these participants discuss how and why
they engaged in cooperative science, what their initial
expectations were, and what lessons they learned. They
tell stories of gravitational waves, classified chalkboards,
phantom scientists, AIDS propaganda, and gunfire at
meteorological stations, illustrating the tensions and
benefits of this collaborative work. From the first scientific
exchanges of the Cold War through the years following
the fall of the Soviet Union, Gerson S. Sher provides a
sweeping and critical history of what happens when
science is used as a foreign policy tool. Sher, a former
manager of these cooperative programs, provides a
detailed and critical assessment of what worked, what
didn’t, and why it matters.
Selling Rights has firmly established itself as the leading
guide to all aspects of rights sales and co-publications
throughout the world. The seventh edition is substantially
updated to illustrate the changes in rights in relation to
new technologies and legal developments in the United
Kingdom and the rest of the world. This fully revised and
updated edition includes: coverage of the full range of
potential rights from English-language territorial rights
through to serial rights, permissions, rights for the
reading-impaired, translation rights, dramatization and
documentary rights, electronic and multimedia rights
More detailed coverage of Creative Commons and Open
Access The aftermath of the Digital Economy Act 2010,
the Hooper Report and new UK Statutory Instruments
affecting copyright Updated coverage of book fairs The
implications of adding e-book rights to print licences A
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separate chapter on collective licensing via Reproduction
Rights Organizations The impact of new electronic
hardware (e-readers, tablets, mobile phones) – the
distinction between sales and licences the rights
implications of acquisitions, mergers and disposals
updates on serial rights, including online New
appendices listing territories normally sought as
exclusive by UK publishers and a glossary of rights
specific terms. Selling Rights is an essential reference
tool and an accessible and illuminating guide to current
and future issues for rights professionals and students of
publishing.
Michael Gove was, unquestionably, a pivotal figure in
British educational reform during his time as the
coalition's Secretary of State for Education. This team of
experts, drawn from academia, think-tanks and trade
unions, offer an unrivalled early assessment of the
impact of Gove, and his reforms, on the British
educational landscape.

Part of the Oxford Textbooks in Anaesthesia series,
this title covers the anatomy and physiology,
pharmacology, post-operative complications, critical
care, and all clinical aspects of cardiac and thoracic
anaesthesia. Practical aspects, such as team
working, and designing and equipping cardiothoracic
theatre and critical care, are also included. The
expert and international author team use their
experience to ensure this title reflects current worldwide practice across the globe.
Providing a timely contribution to the ongoing
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questions surrounding topics which are by definition
subject to varying stakeholder interpretations, this
book addresses “the missing link” between
theoretical CSR concepts and everyday
management practice. It acts as a guide to awaken
managers to the advantages of adopting a CSR
“mindset” when developing sustainable business
strategies. The book consists of three parts: 1) A
theoretical realm which establishes the key concepts
and rationale for the adoption of a sustainable CSR
approach, 2) A practical realm which addresses
putting CSR and sustainability into business
practice, 3) An educational realm which proposes
how to incorporate the concepts into teaching and
training.
In recent years, corpora have found their way into
language instruction, albeit often indirectly, through
their role in syllabus and course design and in the
production of teaching materials and other
resources. An alternative and more innovative use is
for teachers and students alike to explore corpus
data directly as part of the learning process. This
volume addresses this latter application of corpora
by providing research insights firmly based in the
classroom context and reporting on several state-ofthe-art projects around the world where learners
have direct access to corpus resources and tools
and utilize them to improve their control of the
language systems and skills or their professional
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expertise as translators. Its aim is to present recent
advances in data-driven learning, addressing issues
involving different types of corpora, for different
learner profiles, in different ways for different
purposes, and using a variety of different research
methodologies and perspectives.
This book showcases new work done by gender
politics scholars and political psychologists, covering
a variety of political psychology topics. These include
stereotyping and prejudice, intergroup conflict, social
identity, attitude formation, group affinity, group
decision-making, anxiety, contextual effects on
individual behaviour, and the evolutionary roots of
political behaviour. Political psychological insights
are applied to address topics of longstanding
concern within the field of gender and politics.
Among the citizenry, gender differences in political
ideology, responses to partisan conflict, Hispanic
identity formation, and symbolic racism are explored.
Other chapters pose the following questions relating
to female candidates: What have been the effects of
state parties’ gender-inclusive policies? Who is most
likely to gender stereotype candidates? Are general
attitudes toward women in political office related to
vote choice in specific contests? What are the
implications of politicized motherhood? Finally, a set
of essays engage a variety of themes related to
gender, decision-making rules, and authority in small
deliberative bodies. This book was originally
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published as a special issue of Politics, Groups, and
Identities.
This chapter highlights various ways Asia’s growth
has affected the world economy. The chapter also
shows that if currency trends continue, the Asian
economy is expected to be larger than that of the
United States and Europe combined. Some Asian
countries offer sophisticated financial markets and
are centers for technological innovation, while others
are largely agricultural. The study shows that the
region is home to 700 million poor people, about 65
percent of the world’s poor—a figure that stands in
stark relief against Asia’s economic strength and
growing prosperity. The chapter also references the
inquiry by the managing editor of the Journal of
Economic Perspectives into the rich and sometimes
tortured relationship between economics and virtue.
Virtually all large banks and other financial
institutions in the UK and internationally are public
limited liability companies whose shares are listed on
one or several stock exchanges. As such, their
corporate governance and, in particular, the
incentives faced by their directors and senior
managers are to a significant extent determined by
corporate and securities law rules such as directors’
duties, directors’ liability in insolvency, takeover
regulation, disclosure obligations, shareholder rights
and rules on executive remuneration. At the same
time, systemically important financial institutions in
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the UK are licensed, regulated and supervised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA). This book
explores the relationship between, on the one hand,
the broader corporate law, corporate governance
and securities law framework and, on the other, the
prudential regulatory framework. Although the
book’s main focus is on UK law, much of the policy
argumentation is relevant globally and therefore
appropriate international comparisons are drawn,
and analysis of EU law and regulation is included.
The book argues that the corporate law regime,
which focuses on shareholder empowerment and
profit maximisation, operates as an antithesis to
prudential regulatory objectives thus undermining the
safety and soundness of banks and other financial
institutions by encouraging risky behaviour that may
be in the best interests of their shareholders, but is
clearly not in the public interest.
This book captures current trends and developments
in the field of systems thinking and soft operations
research which can be applied to solve today's
problems of dynamic complexity and
interdependency. Such ‘wicked problems’ and
messes are seemingly intractable problems
characterized as value-laden, ambiguous, and
unstable, that resist being tamed by classical
problem solving. Actions and interventions
associated with this complex problem space can
have highly unpredictable and unintended
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consequences. Examples of such complex problems
include health care reform, global climate change,
transnational serious and organized crime, terrorism,
homeland security, human security, disaster
management, and humanitarian aid. Moving towards
the development of solutions to these complex
problem spaces depends on the lens we use to
examine them and how we frame the problem. It will
be shown that systems thinking and soft operations
research has had great success in contributing to the
management of complexity.
Programmes in higher education tend to focus
attention on the student’s first year (because of
concerns about student transition and retention) and
on their final year (because of student exiting for
their future careers). The middle year(s) of
programmes receive relatively little attention which
can often lead to a slump in student development at
a crucial point in their studies. Stepping up to the
Second Year at University provides practical advice
that can be implemented by staff throughout higher
education institutions. Rather than providing a set of
prescriptions to be slavishly implemented, it prompts
practitioners to think constructively about curriculum
design and delivery, and about maximising student
potential within the context of their particular
institution. Amongst the questions asked in this book
are: In what way do students’ perceptions of their
experience shift as they progress through the first
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two years of study? How do psychological factors
bear on student engagement and performance in the
second year? What in the second-year curriculum
might need greater attention? How can the analysis
of institutional data help? This book, builds on
critiques existing international research on the midyears experience and also features evidence from a
significant new research project from Liverpool John
Moores University, provides a number of starting
points for institutions’ enhancement activities as
they seek to make the experience of their students
as rewarding as possible. It is a must read for
institutional managers of higher academic
programmes, higher education practitioners and
anyone interested in the development of teaching at
higher education level.
Sustainable Forest Management provides the
necessary material to educate students about
forestry and the contemporary role of forests in
ecosystems and society. This comprehensive
textbook on the concept and practice of sustainable
forest management sets the standard for practice
worldwide. Early chapters concentrate on conceptual
aspects, relating sustainable forestry management to
international policy. In particular, they consider the
concept of criteria and indicators and how this has
determined the practice of forest management, taken
here to be the management of forested lands and of
all ecosystems present on such lands. Later
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chapters are more practical in focus, concentrating
on the management of the many values associated
with forests. Overall the book provides a major new
synthesis which will serve as a textbook for
undergraduates of forestry as well as those from
related disciplines such as ecology or geography
who are taking a course in forests or natural
resource management.
Reviews "This volume brings together excellent
scholarship and innovative policy discussion to
demonstrate the essential role of higher education in
the development of Africa and of the world at large.
Based on deep knowledge of the university system
in several African countries, this book will reshape
the debate on development in the global information
economy for years to come. It should be mandatory
reading for academics, policy-makers and concerned
citizens, in Africa and elsewhere.” Manuel Castells,
Professor Emeritus, University of California at
Berkeley, Laureate of the Holberg Prize 2012 and of
the Balzan Prize 2013 "The dominant global
discourse in higher education now focuses on ‘worldclass’ universities – inevitably located predominantly
in North America, Europe and, increasingly, East
Asia. The rest of the world, including Africa, is left to
play ‘catch-up’. But that discourse should focus
rather on the tensions, even contradictions, between
‘excellence’ and ‘engagement’ with which all
universities must grapple. Here the African
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experience has much to offer the high-participation
and generously resourced systems of the so-called
‘developed’ world. This book offers a critical review
of that experience, and so makes a major
contribution to our understanding of higher
education.” Sir Peter Scott, former editor of Times
Higher Education and Professor of Higher Education
Studies, University College London, Institute of
Education
Transforming Learning: International Perspectives is
a must-read for all educators who want to impact the
lives of the students who attend their classrooms. It
presents indigenous frameworks applied to subjects
in education, the humanities and sciences that
transcend the boundaries of culture and inform
critical praxis in teacher education.
In this timely Handbook, over 30 prominent
academics, practitioners and regulators from across
the globe provide in-depth insights into an area of
law that the recent global financial crisis has placed
in the spotlight: bank insolvency law. Research
Handbook on Crisis Management in the Banking
Sector discusses the rules that govern a bank
insolvency from the perspectives of the various
parties that are affected by these rules. Thus, whilst
many bank insolvency rules have been enacted only
recently and their application is still clouded by a
host of uncertainties, this book takes the
perspectives of the relevant authorities, of the bank
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and of the bank’s counterparties. Providing a
comprehensive approach to crisis management in
the banking sector, this Handbook will prove a
valuable resource for academics, postgraduate
students, practitioners and international
policymakers.
Hand-in-hand with the continuing drive to recruit
international students to Western universities goes
an interest in student engagement. However, it is
often unclear exactly what is meant by engagement.
This book goes beyond the policy rhetoric to provide
a practice-based explication of international student
engagement and its enabling institutional conditions.
By utilising a social practice conceptual model, the
book explains the multiple dimensions of
engagement that are often conflated in policy: the
antecedents to engagement, the actions of
engaging, and the achievements and outcomes of
engagement. As a result, the book is able to address
issues such as how English comes to matter in
international student academic practice; the teaching
and assessment approaches that promote
international student engagement; and the
metacognitive, cognitive and affective strategies that
international students use to achieve academic and
personal transformation.
University rankings have gained popularity around
the world and are now a significant factor shaping
reputation. This second edition updates Ellen
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Hazelkorn's first comprehensive study of rankings
from a global perspective, drawing in new original
research and extensive analysis. It is essential
reading for policymakers, managers and scholars.
With the ongoing expansion of outbound foreign direct
investment (FDI) in the countries representing the BRICS
economic bloc (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa)
– and with all of them at the same time listed among the top
seven countries plagued by tax evasion and avoidance in the
guise of illicit out ows – the ve governments, both individually
and through cooperative initiatives, have devised new
international tax strategies that are proving to be of great
interest and value to other countries, both developing and
developed. The core of these strategies addresses the
necessity of stemming the out ow of revenue while strongly
supporting FDI, both inbound and outbound while complying
with international obligations including those arising from
human rights laws. This book is the rst in-depth commentary
on this new and evolving area of international tax law. The
detailed analysis covers the entire eld of BRICS international
tax law, considering topics such as the following: –
information exchange procedures and pitfalls; – response to
the OECD’s Base Erosion and Pro t-Sharing (BEPS)
initiative; – role of bilateral and multilateral double taxation
conventions including the Multilateral Instrument and the
Bilateral Investment Treaties; – thin capitalization; – transfer
pricing; – controlled foreign corporation rules; – shortcomings
related to authorities’ limited manpower; – international audit
and investigation procedures; – the BRICS approach to
residence and mandatory and binding arbitration; and – the
BRICS approach to shaping the developing world’s
international tax system. Notably, the author personally
conducted interviews with senior international representatives
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of the BRICS tax authorities, as well as with leading BRICS
academics and practitioners. Tax cases, together with human
rights and investment cases and administrative guidelines in
all ve countries are also included in the analysis. The study
concludes with recommendations for improving each of the ve
countries’ tax law and procedures, especially in the area of
dispute resolution. The author’s goal is to extend the existing
body of knowledge of the BRICS’ international tax laws in
order to assist in developing an understanding of the BRICS
approach to dealing with evasion and avoidance: an
approach which facilitates both outbound and inbound FDI,
simpli es tax authority administration and establishes a basis
for resolving international disputes which is compatible with
sovereignty. In achieving this objective, the author has
produced a major work that is of immeasurable value to tax
advisers, government and governance of cials, academics
and researchers both in developing international taxation
strategies and in helping to resolve disputes with tax
authorities.
Articles in the June 2014 issue of the IMF Research Bulletin
look at “The Rise and Fall of Current Account Deficits in the
Euro Area Periphery and the Baltics” (Joong Shik Kang and
Jay C. Shambaugh) and “The Two Sides of the Same Coin?:
Rebalancing and Inclusive Growth in China” (Il Houng Lee,
Murtaza Syed, and Xin Wang). The Q&A looks at “Seven
Questions on the Monetary Transmission Mechanism in LowIncome Countries” (Andrew Berg, Luisa Charry, Rafael A.
Portillo, and Jan Vleck). This issue of the Research Bulletin
includes updated listings of IMF Working Papers, Staff
Discussion Notes, and Recommended Readings from the
IMF Bookstore. Readers can also find information on free
access to a featured article from “IMF Economic Review.”
A revolutionary new argument from eminent Yale Law
professor Daniel Markovits attacking the false promise of
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meritocracy It is an axiom of American life that advantage
should be earned through ability and effort. Even as the
country divides itself at every turn, the meritocratic ideal – that
social and economic rewards should follow achievement
rather than breeding – reigns supreme. Both Democrats and
Republicans insistently repeat meritocratic notions.
Meritocracy cuts to the heart of who we are. It sustains the
American dream. But what if, both up and down the social
ladder, meritocracy is a sham? Today, meritocracy has
become exactly what it was conceived to resist: a mechanism
for the concentration and dynastic transmission of wealth and
privilege across generations. Upward mobility has become a
fantasy, and the embattled middle classes are now more
likely to sink into the working poor than to rise into the
professional elite. At the same time, meritocracy now
ensnares even those who manage to claw their way to the
top, requiring rich adults to work with crushing intensity,
exploiting their expensive educations in order to extract a
return. All this is not the result of deviations or retreats from
meritocracy but rather stems directly from meritocracy’s
successes. This is the radical argument that Daniel Markovits
prosecutes with rare force. Markovits is well placed to expose
the sham of meritocracy. Having spent his life at elite
universities, he knows from the inside the corrosive system
we are trapped within. Markovits also knows that, if we
understand that meritocratic inequality produces nearuniversal harm, we can cure it. When The Meritocracy Trap
reveals the inner workings of the meritocratic machine, it also
illuminates the first steps outward, towards a new world that
might once again afford dignity and prosperity to the
American people.
Civil society, NGOs, governments, and multilateral institutions
all repeatedly call for improved or ‘good’ governance – yet
they seem to speak past one another. Governance is in
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danger of losing all meaning precisely because it means
many things to different people in varied locations. This is
especially true in sub-Saharan Africa. Here, the postcolony
takes many forms, reflecting the imperial project with painful
accuracy. Offering a set of multidisciplinary analyses of
governance in different sectors (crisis management, water,
food security, universities), in different locales across subSaharan Africa, and from different theoretical approaches
(network to adversarial network governance); this volume
makes a useful addition to the growing debates on ‘how to
govern’. It steers away from offering a ‘correct’ definition of
governance, or from promoting a particular position on
postcoloniality. It gives no neat conclusion, but invites readers
to draw their own conclusions based on these differing
approaches to and analyses of governance in the postcolony.
As a robust, critical assessment of power and accountability
in the sub-Saharan context, Governance and the Postcolony:
Views from Africa brings together topical case studies that will
be a valuable resource for those working in the field of African
international relations, public policy, public management and
administration.
This book provides a unique blend of integrated disaster risk
communication research conducted by authors with diverse
backgrounds, including social psychology, sociology, civil
engineering, informatics, and meteorology. It reports on the
latest advances in collaborative and participatory action
research on community-based disaster management from the
frontline in Japan, Nepal, China and the USA. In addition, it
employs and integrate a broad range of methodologies,
including mathematical analyses, computer simulations,
questionnaire surveys, gaming approaches, and participatory
observation. Each chapter deals with disaster risk
communication initiatives to address various hazards, such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, floods and landslides, which are
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uniquely integrated from a social psychological perspective.
The Routledge Companion to Labor and MediaRoutledge
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